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fïffi EbTABLIohOTf OP A PORTPOLIO OP PROJECT REPORTS     ?'A&>  3 

CN INDUiSThlAL INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN DEVELOPING 
 COUNTRIES  

Cenerai Considerations and issues raised 

I.  Introduction 

1. The need for improved facilities and program for the active and 

systematic promotion of industrial investment at the project level is 

widely recognized in the developing and industrialized countries alike. 

2. Conscious of this gap, a plan of action to help fin the gap has 

been conceived. The proposal consists of th.- development under inter- 

national auspices of the appropriate machinery required to promote a world- 

wide portfolio of project reports on industrial investment opportunitiee 

in developing countries. 

3. More specifically, the machinery would asaist developing countries in 

the preparation of reports on economically worthwhile and commercially 

attractive projects;  it would also help them locate competent foreign (and 

domestic) entrepreneurs, technical know-how and finance for the effective 

implementation of the projects. 

4. One advantage of developing such a service at a central point would be 

that the experience gained in locating appropriate sources of capital and 

know-how in the industrialize J countries could be accumulated and system- 

atically recorded; as a requit, this vital (and frequently costly) dement 

of the investment promotion function might be achieved both more effectively 

and more efficient]y. 

5. However, a ranee of important issues arise in considering how appropriate 

machinery to perform this function might be organised; the purpose of this 

paper is to raise these issues and elicit the views of participants at the 

meeting. 

6. The proposed portfolio wuuld consist of regularly up-dated project reports 

on potential industrial investment opportunities in developing countries. 

7. The object of the portfolio would be to serve interested parties in 

both the developing And the .industrialised centres. Por the developing 

countries, the service tsould offer related supporting services in addition 

to the selective and confidential approach to promoting individual projects 

described in the issue paper for Agenda item (2) on which its conception was 

based. Por the industrialized countries, the portfolio could be classified by 

the type of industry in which each industriai ìnvestnu:rt opportunity falls; 

those interested parties ii, the .'r.iuitn -"IJZCH countries who wished to use the 

service wouxa thereby have a central carnei t..r..^h  which their intercet in 

establishing specific typet; o:' new industry In ueve.opin.^ countries (or 
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their interest in supplying finance) could be directed. 

8. The question ariBeB as to whether the establishment of such a 

central portfolio of project reports would be a useful supplement 

to existing channels for investment  promotion.     To consider this 

question it may be useful to review the channels through which 

industrial  investment  opportunities are promoted at present. 

II.    The possible need for such an approach 

9. Many industrial  investment opportunities have been in the past 

(and will continue  to be)  identified by manufacturing firmB in the 

industrialized centres who have their own  sources of information (a) 

because they already have  their own manufacturing facilities  in  the 

developing country concerned,  or (D)  because that country has  long 

been an export  market   for its products.     Furthermore,   opportunities 

are increasingly being  looked for and developed by manufacturers of 

plants and machinery in the  industrialized countries.    These channels, 

the initiative of entrepreneurs in the developing countries who develop 

contacts on  their own initiative,  ana the existence of diplomatic,   trade 

and other forms  of representation of both developing and industrialized 

countries,  all  contribute to the identification of industrial  investment 

opportunities  on which  the  present  flow of private capital  into  industrial 

projects in developing countries  is based. 

10. The establishment   oy a rapidly growing number of developing 

countries of their own  specialized home-based investment promotion 

machinery recognizes that these channels are not sufficient by themselves. 

Furthermore,   the more  recent trend to extend the national investment 

promotion function by creating on-the-spot  representation in Europe and 

North America (Annex A lists 23 such offices of  15 developing countries) 

suggests that on-the-spot representation can play an essential role  in 

developing a wider and more selectiv3 approach to the identification of 

potential  sources of technical know-how and finance in the industrialised 

countries. 

11. It is these on-the-spot contacts with potential sources of technical 

know-how and finance that it   v ••> essential element of promoting industrial 
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investment at the project Uvgl.    The portfolio of project reports 

Approach is suggested for consideration as a natural extension of 
this function. 

Ill«    Issues 

12.    The issues that arise in this connexion can be grouped fop the 

purpose of this paper under the following headings 

(A) Advantages of setting up suoh a machinery; 

(B) Methods of selecting and promoting project reports; 

(C) Information to be contained in a project report} 

(D) Services required to implement the approach under 

discussion in this paper; 

(S)    Institutional arrangements. 

*•      Advantages of setting up such a machinery 

1|.    Participants are therefore asked to consider whether the avail- 

ability of such a central portfolio of project reports would (a) b» 

of assistance to developing countries,  (b) be of use to potentially 

interested parties in the industrialized countries.    Assuming the 

service can be developed on an efficient and effective basis, could 

the service be an effective supplement to the national investment 

promotion machinery (including overseas representation in some cases) 

organized by the developing countries themselves?    If so, how many 

developing countries are likely to use the service proposed and how 

many projects is each one likely to wish to promote in this way at any 
one point m time? 

B*      Methods cf selecting   nnd prenotine project reports 

14»    How should   tue central portfolio of project reports be developed? 

Should the service organizing the portfolio be prepared to consider any 

project submitted by a developing country, or should it be more 

selective?   The issue paper for Agenda Item (2) considered possible 

criteria  for selecting projects;    should those be used?   Would it be 

necessary (a) in the initial stages, and (b; later on when experience 

has been gained, to investigate on-the-spot all new projects prepared 
by a developing country? 
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15«    The answers to these questione are related to the next issue — 

what techniques could be uäed to promote the project reporte obtained? 

Should the confidential and  selective approach to promoting individual 

projects be adopted,  or can thia be supplemented by a direct-mail 

advertising approach which circulates to the widest possible range of 

interested  pa: ties ir.  the  industrialized countries brief resumes  of all 

projects requiring active  promotion?    If so,  how often should the world- 

wide list  of investment  opportunities be circulated (monthly,  bi-monthly, 

quarterly?). 

16. The direct-mail advertising approach has the  advantage of potential 

access to a wider audience but  it also has disadvantages,  the most 

fundamental of which are its "hit-or-mise" element  and lack of selectivity. 

17. Its success would depend  (a)  on the extent to which developing 

countries were prepared to use the service,  (b) how carefully the invest- 

ment opportunities listed were described,  (c) whether the list could be 

so categorized that parties in the industrialized countries quickly 

identified projects in the list of potential interest to them,   (d) on a 

careful selection of recipients i, mostly busy business executives) for the 

«ailing list,  (e) a quick and effective follow-up to any interest expressed« 

18. The approach is probably best suited for the promotion of a wide range 

of investment opportunities which have teen identified for inclusion in 

the national development plan of a country but not  studied in great detail. 

Some of these lists merely identify gaps in tiv industrial structure of 

the country which the Government would like to see filled; others examine 

the opportunities listed in more detail. 

19«    Participants at the meeting might consider: 

(a) whether such an approach is worth developing in principle! 

(b) how much and what type of information is required to 

define an investment opportunity and attract the interest 

of the reader?; 

(c) what type of industrial classification would businessmen 

in the industrialized countries find most, easy to use — 

(the UN standard Industrial Classification, or the Standard 
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International Trad« Classification  (facilitati*.; market 
research) or sorm; other?). 

(d) how frequently (every  1,  2 or 3 nonths)the list  should 
be published; 

(e) how a favourable response should  be followed up - (by 

independent  promoters or by leavin    t!.e interested 

partie*  in  the  industrialized ai.d  developin    country  to 

fet  together on their own initiative); 

(f) what help can participants from  industrialized countries 

/Uve  in drawing up a mailin» list   (in particular in 

identifying the right person  m each business firm or 

organization approached); 

(g) what help can developing countries provide from their 

own experience and   the mailing liste  they have developed. 

**•       Information to be contained in a project report 

20. The success of both the  portfolio of project reports approach 

and  the direct-nail advertising of a list  of investment opportunities 

would depend on the qualit, of  the  project   report or project  prospectus. 

21. The  project prospectus should contain all  the information essential 

for the prospective source of technical  know-how and finance  to take 

a,decision  in principle    as to whether the  project warranta further 
a more detailed  investigation. 

22. The  typical  reader of the project prospectus will be a busy 

business or banking executive.    The prospectus should therefore be 

brief,   clearly written ana to the point.     It must be accurate and 

consistent  so that the reader develops confidence in the local promoters 

of the project who will usually not be present at  the time  it  is read. 

23. To provide information (a)  for preliminary contacts or (b)  for 

listing of an investment opportunity for direct-mail circulation, Annex 

B outlines a minimum list  of points which should be covered by project» 
ftt *" earl* Bta^e of formulation;    this  includes answers to questions 

about the type and size of technical know-how and finance requeated from 
foreign sources. 

24. Annex B alsc outlines the list of pointe on which potential source» 

of external finance would seek reassurance »«hen considering projects at 
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an advanced stage of   formulation ano  preparation.    It  is  recognized 

that   ti.is  list  represents  some•>•:':.at  of an  ideal  ant    that   r'ie   information 

obtained  from develop inr countries  on  s:«cific  projects will   fall at 

some  sta,;e  •. et ween  tne well-prepare-.   pro/---et  anc   tí.at  for whi.-h  answers 

tc  only   the   first  an-.;   minimum list   of questione   can  be   prepared. 

Participants are  asked   in ensider w,.etner  the  two outlines  su> -ested 

in Annex r* can act   ae  useful   •-cides  for the  deve i opinent  of  starcj.-i.rd 

outlines  for a project  prospectus   to  be usee  when compiling  the  central 

portfolio  of project  reports. 

^*       ^fervicjB  recp ireu   to  implement   tüe approach  under discussion 
in tai,   paper 

25«     At-  speed  anti  effectiveness of  the portfolio   of projects u; ¡reach 

will  clear;, y ca-penc.   on  the  ran:e of support in,- services  develop---!. 

liiese mi /ht  include   (a,   the cemcilition of  a  cen* .-al re -ìster  of 

potential  sources  of  technical  know-how  an.;   finance,   (h)   assictar.ee 

in  formulating projects  in certain cases  so   that  a more detailed projec t 

prospectus can be  prepared,   (c)  a service  waich can make  available 

publications by developing countrics describing  their  investment climate 

and  mau; trial   infrastructure  to  those potential  sources  of technical 

know-how anc   finance   information in  the  inuustrializeci  countries requesting 

such   information. 

(l ')     P.^"tit<l   i.;£Sxbter  uf  informai ion  un  sources  ut'  technical  Know-how 
ana   fin-nee  in  industrialized countries 

26,     Financial   institutions  in  the  industrialized  countries who are 

will in?-  to  . apply  finance  for industrial   projects  in developing countries 

art;  relr-U"«ly eu^.y   to  identify.    Uli 11)0  is compiling such a register and 

it  Villi  be kept  t.p   to  cate.     Information  on  the  fin nein-: of exports  of 

plant  and macr.iaery  using export credit  ìnsu-mce  am-  other  schemes 

supported  by tha government s  of industrialized countries  is also well 

documented,  although  not  widely kn wn ,et  by all  potentially interested 

parties   in  the  develop-in,.,  countries. 

2{.    k register of  ;ot.-n'i.l  sources  <Jï technical   '¿now-now would  be 

more difficult  to C-.^-ùD.     It  would ¿.ave  to distinnaish between   ji 

i'ir-r   ^niereated enly  in supplym-- plant  etna mscninery,   (b,   fii,.,:j 

intert-sU-a   m partici, »tin '  in  projects not   on!.y with  finance   cut also 

by contri cutmç- technical  know-how anc  perhaps maniement   >.:i;l:: a* «ell. 
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28. auch a register could do much more than just service the pro- 

motion of portfolios of project reports at the request of developing 

countries.    The main issues are (a) how  shoula  ii be compiled':  and 

(b) who should have accesa to it? 

29. A uniform classification of  technical Know-how would be needed, 

and  it  should be the  same as that  used to compile the  lii;t  of world- 

wide  investment opportunities for direct-mail circulation.     I"he 

choices are again to use (a)   the United Nations standard Industrial 

Classification of All Economic Activities,   (b;   the Standard Inter- 

national Trade Classification (to facilitate market  research) or 

(c) some other form of classification. 

30. What assistance can industrialized countries be  in compilin• suoli 

a register.    Could developing countries through their investment 

promotion agencies,   industrial development banks etc.  contribute to 

the register by pooling their knowledge of sources of technical know- 

how used in conptructing plants already in operation?    Could (a.i  the 

industrialized countries,   (b)  the developed countries,  nominate a body 

or correspondent who could be given control authority to help compile 

this  central  register? 

31. The existence of a central register of technical)   know-hew vc.iJd 

clearly be a substantial plus factor in encouraging developing countries 

to utilize the "portfolio of project reports" approach and other services 

offered by a central  investment promotion service.    The compilers would 

therefore have to aecide whether (a) national  investment  promotion 

agencies,  and  (b) entrepreneurs in developing countries would be given 

free access to it.    A separate enquiry service might  need to be set up 

to handle such requests. 

(ii) Assistance in formulating projects  for promotion 

32. The promotion of individual projects by independent  investment 

promoters will clearly be most effective if the developing countries 

requesting this service have developed enough information about each 

project which they wish to promote for a detailed project prospectus to 

be drawn up.    As national investment  promotion centres and other machinery 

designed speciTically to study and formulate projects are developed and 

strengthened in developing countries, this condition should become easier 

to comply with. 
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33. Nevertheless,   cases will ariBe where the  additional function of 

assisting in the formulation of projects is needed.    Recognizing this 

need,   should  staff with the required skills and funds to finance 

feasibility  studies  (where needed) be developed on a wider and more 

flexible sccile than  is  available at  present':     ühoula  these   services 

be linked to the other services  offered?    If so,  how? 

(iii)    Central üervice distributing official   "investment climate" 
information 

34. Approaches by the independent investment   promoters to potential 

sources of technical  know-how and finance are more effective  if they 

»re supported by information about the investment climate and industrial 

infrastructure available  in the developing country promoting the projects 

beine considered. 

33.    To what  extent,   therefore,   shoulu  the service make the availability 

of such literature  published by the authorities in each developing 

country who wish to use  the service as a precondition for offering  its 

services?    »Jould there be any point in compiling a central  regibter 

of s;ich information for all developing countries?    Should such a service 

be advertised m the  industrialized countries?    Should a charge to the 

developing country be made for the organization and mailing costs of 

such a service? 

E.      Institutional  arrangements 

36. This paper has  suggested that a poe&ible  logical development  of 

the pronotion cf industrial investment at the  project level   in developing 

countries it,  the compilation of a portfolio of project reports and the 

development  of a ran ;e of related supporting services. 

37. Participants at the meeting will become aware oT t.-.e extent to 

which the developing countries have shown interest   in the development 

of th.ise functions  and the way UK IDG has res onded  tu th«*a«  requests. 

A numoer of developing countries,  even at true very early sta^e, have 

demonstr ,ted   their  interest in the portfolio of project reports approach 

by preparing projects for consideration by participants from the 

industrialized countries at the meeting. 
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30.     If the approach seemn a sensible on,,   ,,e obvious next question 

to  raxse  ,   how * oui,    the  factions describe,! above  be  orCan1Zed and 

financed  in the  future.     ,houlo   they be ,roUped aS  a central  service- 

If  3u,   „here? and ho,  .¡.ould   the  ,*•. cible  rapid uevelo„n,nt  of the 

service be finance    m the  later ata.es  of th(i ne.tln ,,   lt   .y .^ 

that  participant, will  be able tu exnrus« prelibar, vi.wa on  th*s. 
points. 
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Annex A 

A preliminary list of the overseas of fie es 

established by the national  investment promotion machinery 

of selected developing countries 

North America 

New York 

Barbados 

Chile 

China (Taiwan) 

Greece 

India 

Israel 

Jamaica 

Korea 

Pakistan 

Puerto Rico 

Singapore 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Europe 

China (Taiwan) 

Greece 

¡long Kong 

India 

Jamaica 

Malta 

Pakistan 

Puerto Rico 

Singapore 

Rotterdam 

Milan 

Cologne 

London 

London 

Dusseldorf 

London 

London 

DusBöldorf 

Parie 

Stockholm 
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Annex B 

SUGGESTED OUTLINES POH TÌU PROJECT PROSPECTUS 

1. Tue aim of  this Annex is   to provide  two suggested outlines 

for the information which might be contained  in a project 

prospectus  used  to promote a portfolio of projects. 

2. The   two outlines  represent   the   two possible extremes.     The 

first outline might be used   for projects at  ari early stage of 

formulation  and   includes preliminary answers   to  questions about 

the  type and size  of foreign assistance  requested.     The  second 

outline assumes   that  the project has reached  an advanced s tage 

of  formulation and  preparation  and attempts   to summarize   the 

sorts of questions  on which a banker or potential sourceì of 

finance would seek assurance. 

3. In practice,   ¡.he second outline will probably turn out to 

be an ideal and a project prospectus containing information 

somewhat less   than   that included  in  the second outline but more 

than  that  in  the  first would come  to   be -used  in common practice. 

This  will  frequently  be  the  case  if   the   Lander  is  confident  tint 

the maniement   (local  and  foreign;   will  have   taken care   to 

eliminate all potential  weaknesses  in  the  project's  formulation. 

%t. 

4.      Participants are asked   to consider 

(a)    whether  the first and second outlines are useful guides, 

{b)    to make suggestions   for their improvement, 

(c)    whether  the second outline  includes mo3t of the points 

which  financing institutions  suggest be answered  in 

their own standard  outlines of information  required 

from applicants  for finance? 

5.      The continuing success of a project will depend on  the 

quality of its management.    Participants might consider whether 

the project prospectus can help assess this  vital element and if 

so how tnis might  be done. 
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PRELIMINARY INDICATIVE OUTLINE FOR A PROJECT AT Ali EARLY 

STAGE OF FORMULATION FOR WHICH ASSISTANCE IN IDENTIFYING 

SOURCES OF TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW AND FINANCE IS REQUESTED 

(a) type of product(s)  to be manufactured; 

(b) proposed capacity for the plant;    estimated cost; 

(c) past and future growth of home market,  potential export 

markets;    projected sales in these markets and share of 

markets expected;     extisting and planned plants competing 

with  the project; 

(d) price at which product is sold at present;    main sources 

of supply;    tariff protection;    proposed selling price 

for output of new plant. 

(e) indicate whether  the project identified by  the Government, 

its  investment promotion agency,  or the promoter;    is  the 

project in accord with the Government's plans and policies? 

What priority does  the Government attach to   the project's 

early  implementation? 

(f) who are  the local promoters of the project?     what is  their 

previous business experience?    how much capital can they 

provide  themselves? 

(g) has any location been selected?    for what reasons? 

(h)    what sources of raw materials and other essential supplies 

I 

are proposed? 

(i) can suitable long-term supplies of raw materials, labour, 

power and other industrial infrastructure requirements be 
provided? 

(j)    are the promoters of the project seeking information on 

(i)    potential suppliers of plant and machinery 
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(ii)    potential  technical partners who would have no 

management responsibility 

(iii)    partners who would contribute both technical and 

management expertise. 

(k) identify the industrialized countries in which for tax 

or other reasons, potential sources of technical know- 

how and finance would be preferred. 

(l)    how much finance will foreign sources of know-how and 

finance be expected to supply;    what terms could the 

potential  foreign partner be  offered;    what percentage 

of the  total equity,  rate of interest on loans,  etc.; 

can technical service,   royalty fees also be considered? 

(m)    have any foreign firms been contacted about the project? 

if so who? 

(n)    have any feasibility studies been made' 
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SUgqgTEP_ümiKE R)h Tliü, PROJECT i^CSPhCfUd er' AN  liOUSTiÜAL 

KiOJ^r AT Ài*   AL'/AI.C-JJ J'IAJ^ Cr  Ph^PArA ik :,  FLU  WHICH 

ASSISUNü¿ ir; e ¿TA is INJ -JíT^AL :-'HíAKCIN¿ i.; KUüKSTEü 

* •     Summary outline 

The  summary  outline „neuId   identify   the product   to  te 

manufactured,  proposed capacity of  the plart,   total  cost of 

plant and   total   fmancm,.  re..; .j n ntru.   u.   teiiüs  of  lucal 

currency anu  foreign excr.une.e.     It should   indicate   the amount 

and   form of  nnu,cinÉ requested  and  whether ¡nanarment and 

technical  aiiJiutax.ee   is  also  required and   welcome. 

2.     Tuo prometerá 

what pattern  of ownership  is proposed   for  the project? 

:;;   'Li: local promoters'   stake  large enouc'n   to ensure  their 

continuing interest  in   the project:     Are   the  local promoters 

reliable and   financially  responsible? 

3«     Kan a Ken, et: t 

la   the project assured of competent ano  expert management' 

What  experience doe£   the proposta   local management have?    Will 

this  be supplements   oy   ¡orei^m management?    If so at what 

Uvei:     „h.,  will  previde   technical  supervision  for  tne  con- 

struction of  the  plant? 

4»    Government acceptance 

Is  the project basically sound from   the national economic 

point of view?    Is   it  m accord with the Government's  industrial 

plans  and policies?    What priority does  the Government attach 

to  ite  early  implementation?    hoes   the proceed  venture  conform 

to  the national  laws and  reflations  couennt- investment:     Have 

the necessary  licenses  etc.   teer, obtained? 
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*)•    Commercial soundness 

Is  the project commercially sound?    Have realistic market 

forecasts been made,   the strength of possible competing firms 

accurately assessed,  and the share of the market expected care- 

fully estimated?    Have realistic selling prices been assumed m 

relation  to existing sources of supply and  the current selling 

price?    Is protection from  foreign competition assured?    Are 

the  estimated profits based on a realistic assessment of all 

cost elements,  and a realistic assessment of the level of 

capacity at which the plant will operate? 

6.    Technical soundness 

Are the construction and engineering plans technically 

sound?    Is  the manufacturing process chosen appropriate for 

the climate and location, and is  it up to date?    Have  the 

capital costs of plant and machinery been carefully estimated? 

Have  the  forecast operating costs  for the plant been compared 

with existing plants of a similar size using the same process? 

If not,  are they realistic and if BO why? 

Î*    Financial soundness 

What type of capital structure is proposed for the enter- 

prise?    Is  it appropriate for the  type of venture contemplated? 

Has sufficient provision been made for working capital, particularly 

in the initial years?    Have detailed financial forecasts for 

5-10 years ahead    (a)    of the profit and loa3 statement and 

(b)     of the source and application of fundi;   ¿ear. prepared?    Do 

they show that the  loai.o requested can        re, aid en rci.edule and 

the   forecast di\':dend policy maintained? 

8.    Raw matenalr» and other supplier 

Cari su tall;  lon^term supplies of raw ¡naterialti,   labour, 

>">we    and other   'nfras true ture requirements be assured at thfe 

g.'i"'  aüuun.cu in the profit projections? 
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9*    Pe tai led feasibility studies 

Have any independent  technical,  cost, market or other studies 
been made?    If BOf when ^ by whom?    ^ ^^ ^^ ^ 

proposed? 

10-    Proposed sources of finance 

What  xs  the   total  fxnancing requirement (a)  in local currency, 

(b)   xn foreign exchange?    How xs  the   total  requirement expected  to 

be met?    Whxch potentxal sources have been approached to date? 
What was  the response? 
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